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An oft-expressed  criticism of feminism is that women “want it both ways,”
opposin g what G lick and Fiske (1996) have called “hostile sexism ,” bu t
accepting or approvin g of “benevolent sexism.” To exam ine this issu e, an
ethn ically an d socioecon om ically diverse group of on e hundred female
undergraduate volunteers rated profiles of a hostile sexist, a benevolen t sexist
and a non-sexist. For the benevolen t sexist, ratings were mildly favorable, while
for the hostile sexist, ratings were highly unfavorable. Forty-four participants
(a category referred to as equivocal egalitarian s) approved of the benevolen t
sexist while disapprovin g  of  th e hostile sexist.  Equivocal egalitarianism was
positively related to participan ts’ Attitudes  Abou t Reality  (Unger, Draper,  &
Pendergrass, 1986) an d negatively related to their belief that hostile and
benevolen t sexism could coexist. Overall, participants considered it unlikely that
the hostile and benevolen t sexist profiles  described  the same person.  G iven
previou s findin gs, these data suggest that wom en m ay underestim ate the
coexistence of hostile and benevolent sexism in men (G lick & Fiske, 1996).
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Glick and Fiske (1996) have deve lope d a mode l of sexism as an ambivale nt

phe nomenon, in which both hostile and benevole nt beliefs about women

tend to coexist. The instrument they develope d to assess this mode l, the

Ambivale nt Sexism Inve ntory (ASI; Glick & Fiske , 1996), provide d support

for this conception in their original study. Across their three largest samples,

positive correlations (between .40 and .55) were found between hostile and

benevolent subscale scores for both male and female student respondents.

Under Glick and Fiske’s (1996) mode l, hostile sexism encompasses a

wide range of negative affect (e .g., antipathy, resentment, anger, etc.) to-

ward women base d on  thre e underlying source s. Dominative paternalism

comprise s a desire to dominate and control women, and an inclination to

view them as childlike . Competitive gender differentiation encompasse s a

tende ncy to perceive , magnify, and generalize differences between the sexes

and to devalue women. Hostile heterosexuality include s viewing sex as a re-

source , with women in the role of adve rsarial “gate keepers,” and ange r at

women for using sexual attraction to manipulate or “toy with” men.

Analogous to its hostile counterpart, benevolent sexism is described

as originating from  three  fundame ntal  sources. Protective  patern alism in-

cludes the desire to protect, to he lp and to cherish women (as a pare nt

might feel  toward a  child) . Complementary gender  differentiation involve s

the predisposition to magnify and emphasize diffe rences between men and

women, but in a way that favors women. Heterosexual intim acy comprises

powerful feelings of personal need, intense affection and longing for, and

a highly admiring or worshipful view of women. Thus, benevolent sexism

involve s favorable stereotypic beliefs regarding women—for example , the ir

greater capacity for nurturance , sensitivity, compassion,  and caring,  and

the ir supe rior morality or esthetic sensibility (see also Eagly & Mladinic,

1989; Eagly, Mladinic & Otto, 1991) . On the surface these be liefs may seem
“pro-female” but because they perpetuate gende r stereotypes, the ir long

term conseque nces may be anything but benevolent.

The notion that benevole nt and hostile sexism can coexist in the same

individual and that, in fact, they are like ly to do so, seems counte rintuitive .

To the extent that one harbors hostility toward a group, benevole nce should

be preclude d, and vice -versa. This covariation, then, is an important dis-

covery. The positive correlation between hostile and benevolent sexism in

men has also been confirme d in more recent studies as well (Glick, Die-

bold, Baile y-Werner, & Zhu, 1997; O’Neill, 1997; Rudman, Greenwald, &

McGhee, 1997).3

Conce iving of sexism as composed of both hostile and benevolent as-

pects may help to explain its resistance to society’s efforts to eliminate it.
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In addition to the well-known social-cognitive biases that maintain stereo-

typical thinking and prejudicial be lie f systems (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) , ac-

ceptance and encourage ment of benevolent sexism may also foster hostile

sexism give n their positive correlation (Glick & Fiske, 1996) . Moreove r, a

compe lling issue is whether women unwittingly sustain ambivale nt sexism

by responding favorably to its benevolent manife stations.

Men’s expressed attitude s toward women (at least those in college-age

samples) have become progre ssively more egalitarian since the  1970s (Spe nce

& Hahn, 1997; Twenge, 1997). However, although overt, blatantly discrimi-

natory beliefs have waned, “modern sexism” comprising insensitivity to gen-

der discrimination and opposition to remedies designed to ensure gender

equality, has remaine d relative ly robust (Swim, Aiken, Hall, & Hunter, 1995;

Swim & Cohen, 1997). Men frequently express support for equality as an

abstract principle , but are often opposed to or at least ambivale nt toward

actual egalitarian behaviors such as assuming responsibility for domestic and

child-rearing chores (Sige l, 1996). Clearly, a good deal of tension and confu-

sion exists within men vis-à-vis the meaning of gender equality, the appropri-

ate means to achie ve it, and its impact upon their live s.

This tension and confusion surfaces recurrently in the lite rature of the
“men’s libe ration movement.” Many of its conte mporary spoke spersons

contend that women (especially feminists) have been loath to addre ss cul-

tural and institutional inequitie s that favor women at the expense of men

including exemption from military conscription and combat duty, and in-

equalitie s in child custody and divorce settlement rulings (Baber, 1992; Far-

re ll, 1993; Goldbe rg, 1991) . It has be e n asse rte d that the wome n’s
movement has spawned a generation of bearers of a new double standard,

one that zealously protects women from men’s offenses (e.g., sexual har-

assment and spousal viole nce) while ignoring or underestimating men’s risk

as victims of such transgressions (Thomas, 1993) . Many men perceive them-

selve s as targe ts of reverse gender discrimination and conflicting demands

(Skje i  & Rabkin, 1981) . Phrased in  the   te rms  of the   ambivale nt  sexism

mode l, men assert that women wish to enjoy the benefits of benevole nt

sexism while dispensing with the costs of hostile sexism,  prompting the

que stion that repeatedly emerges in much of this lite rature , “What do

women want from men? ” Implicit in that question is the belief that women

are somehow pursuing conflicting goals with respect to gende r equality.

Whether this is myth or whether some women do, in fact, “want it both

ways,” was the first issue addressed by this study. If the latter is the case,

some women might show approval toward a benevole nt sexist while disap-

proving of a hostile sexist. These equivocal egalitarians , at least according to

the aforementioned representatives of the men’s movement, appear to be in

favor of inequality, as long as they are its beneficiarie s. They disapprove of
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inequality only when they are disadvantage d by it. However, if the “wanting

it both ways” assertion is false , women should approve of neithe r hostile nor

benevole nt sexism. These unequ ivocal egalitarians should be consiste ntly in

favor of equality, even if it entails a loss of some “advantage s.”
Glick and Fiske (1996) provide d some indirect empirical evidence for

the existence of equivocal egalitarianism. First, female respondents exhibite d

greater agreement with benevolent sexist belief statements than with hostile

sexist belie fs. Second, although women were less like ly to agre e with benevo-

lent sexist belief statements than were men (as revealed by the ir lower mean

ASI-Benevole nt scores), the diffe rence was not as large as the male-female

diffe rence on the ASI-Hostile subscale . These data did not, nor were they

intended to, resolve the question of how women react to benevolent sexist

beliefs in men, but the results did suggest that at least some women might

evaluate a benevolent sexist man favorably, while evaluating a hostile sexist

unfavorably. Hence, the initial question posed by this study: “Do women si-

multane ously approve of a benevolent sexist and disapprove of a hostile sex-

ist? ” In othe r words, do some women “want it both ways”?

Assuming that the answe r to this que stion was affirmative , a second

objective was to identify factors that might predict this equivocal egalitari-

anism in women. Three possibilitie s were examined: (1) an implicit per-

sonality the ory (Brune r & Taguiri , 1954) that construed hostile and

benevole nt sexism as unrelated or inve rsely relate d “traits”; (2) traditional

life goals that were consiste nt with or were directly depende nt upon be-

nevolent sexism in men; and (3) a more positivist personal epistemology

(Unger, Draper & Pendergrass, 1986) ; that is, a set of convictions about

reality that tends to support a belief in traditional gender roles as inevitable

outcomes of a natural order, as oppose d to socially constructe d scripts and

schemas. The argume nts for these factors are outline d below.

Implicit Personality Theory

As noted earlie r, the finding that hostile and benevolent sexism are posi-

tively correlate d may appear counte rintuitive to many, perhaps to women in

particular. “How can men loathe and at the same time revere women? ” might

be a woman’s initial reaction. Therefore, some women may view hostility and

benevole nce as unrelated or negative ly corre lated; that is, the more benevo-

lent a man’s attitude toward women, the less hostility he should harbor. Such

women would be more like ly to approve of and therefore socially reward such

behavior, le ading to its maintenance . However, in so doing they may unknow-

ingly contribute to hostile sexism. The positive relationship between hostile

and benevolent sexism suggests that purely prosocial, affectively positive mo-

tivation may not always exist behind benevolently paternalistic or openly chi-
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valric male conduct. An admixture of the positive and negative be lie fs and

feelings is a distinct possibility. Therefore, women’s favorable response to

such conduct may serve to confirm negative stereotype s of women held by

ambivale nt and decidedly hostile sexists.

For  example , a  senior male technician may be more like ly  to  offe r

assistance to a female, rather than a male, trainee. His underlying motiva-

tion may  be base d  upon  sexist be lie fs regarding  female dependence ,  in-

competence, etc., or it may consist of a desire for inte rpersonal intimacy

(with or without sexual ove rtone s). The direct, immediate outcome for the

woman in such an inte raction is rewarding. However, the indire ct and de-

laye d effects, which may be far more profound (e.g., resentment of her by

male colle ague s, confirmation of their stereotype s about women, etc.), will

not prevent  he r  from  welcoming his assistance if she is unaware   of the

relationship between benevolent and hostile sexism.

Traditional G oals

The second possibility is that women with traditional goals may approve

of benevolent sexism because it is essentially in harmony with, if not indis-

pensable to, the ir own personal aspirations. Conversely, women who occupy,

or intend to occupy, work roles (particularly in male-dominate d profe ssions)

have the greatest stake in counteracting gender stereotypes and therefore

would stand to incur greater costs from inte ractions with benevolent or am-

bivale nt sexist men. Workplace harassment may be a source of serious con-

cern for women planning a profe ssional career, but for women whose primary

goals are stereotypically feminine (e.g., domestic, maternal, etc.) and who

may be without any professional ambition, it may be a rather remote issue.

It has been argue d that workplace harassme nt of women is related to am-

bivale nce on the part of males (Fiske & Glick, 1995) . Thus, any women with

professional aspirations, if they were cognizant of the relationship between

the hostile and benevolent aspects of sexist attitude , should clearly disap-

prove of men who exhibit e ithe r variety. Women for whom marital and pa-

rental goals take precedence should be more like ly to accept or approve of

benevole nt sexist male s because heterosexual intimacy, protective paternal-

ism and complementary gender diffe rentiation are consistent with the tradi-

tional husband-wife -family configuration.

Positivist Epistemological Orientation

Finally, women who are less eager to embrace social change (especially

with respect to gende r roles) and who believe gender diffe rences are bio-
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logically determined and therefore not amenable to change should be most

like ly to approve of benevole nt sexism. This cognitive profile is best de-

scribed as a positivist orientation in one ’s be liefs about gender, as contrasted

with  its opposing social  constructionist explanatory orientation (Unger et

al., 1986) . The se two distinct episte mological style s represent implicit,

highly generalize d ways of unde rstanding and explaining social reality that

include , but are not limited to, gende r-related phe nomena.

Those possessing a positivist epistemology tend to be lieve that reality

is stable and independe nt of the individual and that behavior (in this case ,

adopting gende r role s) has biological or characterological causes. As a re-

sult, positivists generally express an acceptance of current social norms and

are like ly to oppose efforts toward social change . On the othe r hand, con-

structionists view reality as labile , subje ctive and constructed by social

norms. They emphasize the influence of environme nt on behavior, and tend

to explain behavior by acknowle dging forces outside of the person. As a

result, social constructionists are more like ly to expre ss disconte nt with the

societal status quo and tend to view efforts toward social change more fa-

vorably. Constructionist epistemology has been found to be positive ly re-

late d to feminist self-identification and participation  in  wome n’s  studie s

(Unger, 1984-1985; Unger et al., 1986) , while positivism has been associated

with religious and political conservatism (Draper, 1990; Unger & Jones,

1988; Unger & Lemay, 1991; Unger & Safir, 1990) . Therefore , while both

constructionists and positivists would be expected to disapprove of hostile

sexism, the latte r should be more like ly to approve of benevole nt sexism.

Measuring Women’s Equivocal Egalitarian ism

The simultane ous approval of benevolent sexism and disapproval of

hostile sexism can be conceived of as women’s equivocation toward ambi-

vale ntly sexist men. Identifying women as equivocal egalitarians represents

a categorical approach to assessing this phenomenon. We  used this ap-

proach to obtain a frequency estimate in our sample . As a continuous meas-

ure of equivoc al e galitarian ism in our sample , we used the diffe re nce

between the ratings of the benevolent and the hostile sexist for each par-

ticipant. This measure of equivocal egalitarianism should also be accounted

for by the variable s described above : more positivist epistemology, an im-

plicit personality  theory  that construes benevole nt  and hostile sexism  as

unre lated, and life goals that are more traditional.

In summary, the aims of the present rese arch were as follows. First,

to disce rn whether some women approve of benevole nt sexist men while

disapproving of hostile sexists ¯ whether equivocal egalitarianis m doe s,

in fact, exist. Second, this study sought to identify pre dictor variable s for
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equivocal egalitarianis m from among women’s implicit personality theo-

rie s, personal goals, and personal episte mology. It was expe cted that

women high in equivocal egalitarianis m would be less like ly to view hos-

tile and benevole nt se xism as positive ly corre late d, would have more tra-

d it ion al l ife goals and would e xhib it a m ore posit ivist pe rsonal

episte mology.

METHOD

Subjects

The participants in this study were 100 female volunte ers4 recruited

from unde rgraduate psychology course s in a public unive rsity in the New

York metropolitan, suburban New Jersey are a. Demographics of the sur-

rounding communitie s were reflected in this sample , with approximate ly

60% of the responde nts be ing White /Caucasian, 20% African-American,

15% Latina, with the remainde r mostly Asian-American. Responde nts’
family income s range d from $15,000 to $150,000. Six groups, ranging from

12 to 35 in number, participate d in classrooms on campus. Identical in-

structions were give n  to all  particip ants by the re se arche r. The impor-

tance of candid response s to all items was emphasize d, and participants’
anonym ity was assure d. Upon comple ting the materials, participants were

debrie fed.

Materials

The following items were randomly orde red and distribute d to each

participant:  (1)  the   Ambivale nt Sexism  Inve ntory5 (ASI; Glick  &  Fiske ,

1996) ; (2) the Attitudes about Reality Scale (AAR; Unger et al., 1986) ;

(3) three profile s, one each of a benevole nt sexist, a hostile sexist and a

non-se xist male (Appendix A, B, and C, respectively); (4) the responde nt’s
estimate of the possibility that the benevolent sexist and hostile sexist pro-

file s both described the same individual; and (5) a request for a description

of the responde nt’s long-te rm (ten-ye ar) goals.

The ASI consists of 22 statements on which subjects indicate their de-

gree of agreement using a 6-point Likert scale (0 = disagree strongly; 5 =

agree strongly). Half the items measure hostile sexism and half assess be-
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nevolent sexism, with each of the three underlying dimensions (gender dif-

ferentiation, pate rnalism and heterosexuality) tappe d by multiple state -

ments within each category. High scores indicate relative ly greater hostile

and benevolent sexism.6

The condensed, 28-ite m AAR (Unger et al., 1986) assesses personal

e piste mology on a constructionist-to-positivist continuum, with highe r

scores indicating a more positivist orientation. Subje cts are asked to indi-

cate the ir degree of agre ement/disagre ement on a 7-point Likert scale (1

= disagree strongly to 7 = agree strongly) to statements assessing positivism

(e.g., “Most sex differences have an evolutionary purpose ”) and social con-

stuctionism (e.g., “Who has power is a central issue in understanding how

society works”).

Participants were asked to furnish a description of the ir lives as they

would be in  ten years,  including their  most  important goals.  Ratings  of

the ir response s were performed by five undergraduate volunte ers (non-par-

ticipants in any othe r aspe ct of this study) who were paid $10 each. These

ratings were made using a 6-point scale ranging from 0 (very non-tradition al)

to 5 very tradition al). Interrater reliability was found to be acceptable for

these ratings ( a = .87) . Scores were ave rage d for each subject base d on

the five ratings.

The profile s of hostile and benevole nt sexists (see Appendix) were

deve lope d using be lie f statements corresponding to the hostile and benevo-

lent sexist items in the ASI. The ASI statements were reworded using syno-

nyms and altered in syntax, but had the ir semantic content preserved. They

were then attribute d to hypothe tical adult males of unspe cified age . The

profile of the non-se xist male (see Appendix) was constructe d using belief

statements contrary to both hostile and benevole nt items on the ASI. Each

profile include d descriptive statements germane to each of the three un-

derlying dimensions of sexism according to the Glick and Fiske model; gen-

der diffe rentiation, hete rosexual intimacy/hostility, and pate rnalism. All

profile s were balance d for  number of propositions expre ssed, employed

highly similar syntax, and each containe d a nearly identical numbe r of

words. Participants rated the ir impression of each profile on a 7-point scale

(0 = strongly unfavorable to 6 = strongly favorable).

Responde nts’ estimates of covariance between hostile and benevole nt

sexism were derived from a single 7-point scale item on which they were

asked to indicate   the possibility that the hostile and  be nevole nt profile s

applie d to the same person (0 = very unlikely to 6 = very likely).
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RESULTS

Profile Ratings

Table I shows the descriptive statistics for all measures. Mean ratings

for the hostile , benevolent and non-sexist profile s were analyze d using a

one -way analysis of variance procedure. Differences were found to be sig-

nificant, F(2,97) = 121.02, p < .01. Post-hoc analyse s using Tukey’s HSD

revealed that both the benevolent sexist (M = 3.41) and the non-se xist (M

= 4.36) were evaluate d more favorably than the hostile sexist individual

(M = 1.03) , ps < .05. The non-sexist was also rated more favorably than

was the benevole nt sexist.

One-sample t-tests were employed to compare the mean ratings for

the benevolent and hostile sexist profile s to the scale ’s neutral midpoint

(3). These analyse s revealed that the benevolent sexist was rated as signifi-

cantly more favorable than neutral, t(99) = 2.24, p < .05, two-tailed. The

hostile sexist was rated as significantly less favorable than neutral, t(99) =

14.81, p < .001, two-tailed.

A one-sample t-test was also conducted on the benevole nt-hostile sex-

ist profile covariation estimates provide d by  all  re sponde nts against  the

scale midpoint (3 = “don’t know”). These estimates were give n in response

to the que stion, “What is your estimate of the possibility that J (the be-

nevolent sexist) and H (the hostile sexist) might be the same person? ” The

mean estimate (M = 2.56) was significantly lower than the scale midpoint,

t(99) = 2.21, p < .05. In othe r words, in the aggre gate, participants believed

that the hostile and benevolent sexist were probably not same person.

Table I. Descriptive Statistics for All Measuresa

M SD

Benevole nt Profile 3.41 1.83
Hostile Profile 1.03 1.33

Non-sexist Profile 4.36 1.47
AAR 3.95 .62

ASI-BS 2.43 .84
ASI-HS 1.97 .85

Mean traditional life goal rating 2.67 1.14
Estimate of hostile¯benevolent profile covariation 2.56 1.99

aFor all me asures n = 100 exce pt ASI subscales where n = 86. Highe r score s indicated more

favorable ratings of the profiles (0 = highly unfavorable to 6 = highly favorable), more posi-

tivist epistemology on the Attitudes about Reality scale (AAR; 1 = disagree almost com pletely

to 7 = agree almost com pletely), more benevolent sexist (ASI-BS) and hostile sexist (ASI-HS)

beliefs (0 = disagree strongly to 5 = agree strongly), more traditional life goals (0 = very

non-traditional to 5 = very traditional), and greate r belief in the coexistence of hostile and

benevole nt sexism (0 = very unlikely to 6 = very likely).
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Correlational Analyses

Table II shows the zero-orde r corre lations among measure s. A signifi-

cant correlation was found between AAR scores and benevolent sexist pro-

file ratings, r(98)= .45, p < .001. The corre lation between AAR and ratings

of the hostile sexist profile was also significant, r(98) = .27, p < .01. Thus,

a more positivist epistemology was associate d with greater approval of be-

nevolent sexism.

Significant correlations were also found between AAR scores and scores

on the ASI, r(84) = .55, p < .001. This relationship he ld for both the ASI-

Benevole nt subscale (BS) , r(84) = .48 (p < .001) and the ASI-Hostile

subscale (HS), r(84) = .45, p < .001. Consiste nt with the findings of Glick

and Fiske (1996) and Glick et al. (1997) , scores on the ASI subscale s were

positive ly related, r(84) =  .42, p <  .001. Semipartial correlations between ASI

subscale s and AAR scores resulted in attenuate d, but still significant, coeffi-

cients. For ASI-BS (controlling for HS) and AAR, r(84) = .36, p < .01; for

ASI-HS (controlling for BS) and AAR, r(84) = .31, p < .01.

Ratings for the hostile sexist profile were significantly corre lated with

scores on the ASI-HS, r(84) = .63, p < .001. In addition, ratings for the

benevole nt  se xist profile were  re lated to scores on the ASI-BS, r(84) =

.51, p < .001. First order semipartial corre lations between the ASI subscale s

and the profile ratings were also significant. For ASI-HS (controlling for

BS) and hostile profile ratings, r(84) = .43, p < .001; for ASI-BS (control-

ling for HS) and benevole nt profile ratings, r(84) = .58, p < .001. These

results sugge st that the ope rationalization of benevolent and hostile sexism

in the profile s was valid.7

The perception of covariation estimate between the benevolent and

hostile sexist was related to approval ratings for the hostile sexist r(98) =

.22, p < .03. In addition, it was marginally relate d to approval ratings for

the benevolent sexist and to responde nts’ goals, both rs(98) = ¯.17, ps =

.08. Thus, approval for the hostile sexist, disapproval of the benevole nt sex-

ist, and less traditional goals were significantly or marginally associated with

covariation estimate s for the benevole nt and hostile sexist.

Equivocal Egalitarianism

Participants were classified as equivocal egalitarians if they rated the

hostile  sexist unfavorably (i.e ., < 3), and rated the benevole nt sexist favorably
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(i.e ., > 3). Participants were classified as une quivocal egalitarians if they

rated the hostile sexist unfavorably, rated the benevolent sexist as neutral or

unfavorable (i.e., < or = 3), and rated the non-sexist as neutral or favorable

(i.e ., > or = 3).8 Forty-four subjects qualifie d as equivocal egalitarians, while

37 qualifie d as une quivocal egalitarians. The remaining 19 subje cts exhibite d

either a negative response  bias, rating all profile s lower than the neutral point

(n = 3), or evaluate d the hostile sexist favorably (n = 16).

In orde r to obtain a continuous (rathe r than a categorical) measure

of re sponde nts’ ambivale nce toward sexists, an equivocal egalitarianism

score was compute d for each participant by subtracting the rating of the

hostile sexist from that of the benevolent sexist. Thus, higher scores on this

measure indicate relative ly more equivocation. Zero-orde r corre lations

showed that this measure was positive ly associate d with a positivist episte-

mology, r(98) = .23, p < .05. In addition, the measure was negative ly as-

sociated with estimated covariation between the hostile and sexist profile s,

r(98) = ¯.30, p < .001. Respondents’ goals were not related to this measure ,

r(99) = .07, p = .48. Thus, of the three predictions made regarding po-

tential predictors of equivocation, only one proved to be unsubstantiate d

(responde nts’ goals) at the leve l of zero-orde r correlates (see Table II).

To better assess support for our predictions, a path analysis was con-

ducte d. First, this analysis regressed covariation estimate s  on (a)  AAR

score s and (b) responde nts’ goals. Second, this analysis regre ssed the

equivocal egalitarianism measure on (a) responde nts’ covariation estimates

and (b) AAR scores. The results of this analysis sugge sted that the mode l

was acceptable , c 2 (1) = .01, p = .98 (GFI = 1.00, AGFI = .99) .9

Figure 1 shows the results of the path analysis. As can be seen, co-

variation estimates were marginally predicted by responde nts’ goals (path

coefficient = ¯.17, p = .08) . Thus, women with more traditional goals were

somewhat less like ly to estimate that the benevole nt and sexist profile s de-

scribed the same man. In turn, equivocal egalitarianism was negative ly pre-

dicte d by the covariation estimates (path coefficient = ¯.29, p < .01) .

Finally, equivocal egalitarianism was positive ly predicted by AAR scores,

path coefficient = .21, p < .03. Thus, a positivist epistemology and a re-

luctance to view the benevole nt and hostile sexist as the same person were

like ly to lead to approval of the benevole nt sexist but disapproval of the

hostile sexist on the part of responde nts. Responde nts’ goals were not di-

rectly predictive of equivocal egalitarianism (path coefficient = .01, ns, in

a modified, fully-de termined version of this mode l). However, there was
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some evide nce of an indire ct influence via the link between goals and co-

variation estimates. That is, responde nts with more traditional goals were

less like ly to estimate that the hostile and benevolent sexist were the same

man and that estimation, in turn, predicted less equivocal egalitarianism.

Taken together, the predictors for equivocal egalitarianism accounted for

13% of the variance in that measure (R = .39, p = .001) . In contrast, the

predictors for covariation estimation accounted for 3% of the variance in

that measure (R = .17, p = .23) . Thus, the model was better at accounting

for responde nts’ equivocal egalitarianism scores than it was at accounting

for their covariation estimates.

DISCUSSION

In response to  the question that prompte d this study—“Do  women

approve of benevole nt sexism? ”—the answe r cannot be framed in dichoto-

mous terms. Fifty-five of the 100 responde nts rated the hypothe tical be-

nevolent sexist male as more favorable than neutral, and of that group, 44

(80% ) rated the hostile sexist male as unfavorable to some degree. In fact,

for all participants, the mean rating of the benevole nt sexist was one cor-

responding to slight approval, be ing significantly above the neutral point

in the scale , whereas the mean rating of the hostile sexist was one of strong

disapproval, significantly below neutral. Thus there was some evidence of

equivocal egalitarianism in this sample . Appare ntly, some women do “want

it both ways” in the sense that they are willing to accept and perhaps even

respond positive ly to benevolent sexism, while simultane ously disapproving

Fig. 1. Path analysis predicting equivocal egalitarianism. Path coefficients are standardized.
High scores represe nt (a) traditional goals, (b) positivist epistemology (AAR), (c) higher co-

variation estimates between the hostile and benevolent sexist profiles, and (d) more equivocal
egalitarianism. Error terms are in parentheses. Dashe d arrows indicate nonsignificant paths

at p > .10, *p < .05, and **p < .01.
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of hostile sexist attitude in men. On the othe r hand, the overall rating of

the non-se xist male was significantly more favorable than that of the be-

nevolent sexist, suggesting that men who hold more egalitarian, less pate r-

nalistic views of women were more highly regarded by these responde nts.

It should be acknowle dged that a participant’s evaluative response to a

one -paragraph, textual description of a hypothe tical benevolent or hostile

sexist is a simplistic representation of what might transpire in an actual social

inte raction. Nonethe less, the aforementioned findings do support the notion

that benevolent sexism may sometimes be , if not encourage d and rewarded,

at least favorably regarded by some women. Finding that a substantial por-

tion of the subje ct sample did inde ed approve of benevole nt sexism (but dis-

approve of hostile sexism) raises the second issue investigated herein—what

predictors best account for this equivocal egalitarianism?

The results of the path analysis suggested that, as expected, an implicit

personality theory was an important predictor of equivocal egalitarianism.

Specifically, women less like ly to perceive a correlation between the be-

nevolent and hostile sexist tende d to approve of the benevolent sexist while

simultane ously disapproving of the hostile sexist. Thus, these responde nts

were more ambivale nt about sexism in men ¯ finding benevole nt sexism to

be more favorable than hostile sexism. In addition, personal epistemology

was a prominent factor in accounting for equivocal egalitarianism. As ex-

pected, social constructionist women were less like ly to “equivocate ” (i.e .,

approve of benevole nt sexism but disapprove of hostile sexism). This is not

surprising, given that social constructionists were less like ly to adhe re to

benevole nt sexist beliefs themselve s, as demonstrate d by the significant cor-

relation between AAR and ASI-Benevolent scores. The significant corre-

lation between AAR and ASI-Hostile score s also sugge sted a stronger

rejection of hostile sexist be liefs by social constructionists . Such results are

consistent with previous findings that show a link between constructionist

episte mology and feminist ideology (Unger, 1984-1985; Unger et al., 1986) .

Responde nts’ life goals were not directly predictive of ambivale nce to-

ward sexism in men (i.e ., equivocal egalitarianism). Thus, women appar-

ently do not approve of benevole nt  sexism  in men simply  because it is

congrue nt with or necessary to achievement of traditional life goals. How-

ever, life goals may play an indirect role. Although the evide nce is marginal,

results of the path analysis sugge sted that traditional goals may predict less

like lihood of estimating covariance between hostile and benevolent sexism

in men. Because the covariance estimates were predictive of equivocation,

the role of women’s life goals may prove to be important in equivocal egali-

tarianism given a more powerful measure of this construct. In the current

study, the single -item measure was ope n-ende d and many responses were

brie f. The responses were also quite homoge neous—with only a few ex-
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ceptions, responde nts’ goals include d marriage , child-rearing, obtaining an

unde rgraduate degree and securing a job. Finally, the 10-year time frame

may have been too temporally remote . More proximal goals might have

yielded stronger results.

Beyond finding a marginal relationship between traditional goals and

covariation estimates, the path analysis model was unable to account for

responde nts’ covariation estimates. Because they were significant predictors

of equivocal egalitarianism, predicting the covariation estimates themselves

is an important task for future research. What we can note is that overall,

the mean for responde nts on this estimate was significantly be low the neu-

tral point (“don’t know”) on the scale. The implications of these findings

are profound. If hostile and benevole nt sexism are routine ly and positive ly

corre late d, this constitute s a serious unde restimate of the coincide nce of

the two forms of sexism (Glick & Fiske , 1996) . Even if hostile and benevo-

lent sexism are unre lated, as Glick and Fiske (1996) found with the ir sam-

ple s of olde r men, an inclination to judge them as negative ly relate d

constitute s a tendency toward error.

Thus, this study may have revealed a pervasive social-cognitive bias

with  important ramifications for many  gender-relate d  proble ms.  If one’s
implicit personality theory holds that hostile and benevole nt sexism are mu-

tually exclusive (or tend to be), a dichotomous categorization scheme may

be a possible outcome. Once a person is classified  as benevole nt, many

cues that might otherwise be construe d as indications of hostile sexism may

be ove rlooked, distorted or inte rpreted to ensure consiste ncy with the pre-

existing belief in benevole nce.

By responding in positive ways to benevole nt sexism, women may un-

wittingly buttre ss relate d hostile sexist be liefs in men. The differences be-

tween beliefs that support protective paternalism and those that underlie

dominative pate rnalism may be quite subtle ; in fact, Glick and Fiske (1996)

argue that the overlap is conside rable . According to Sige l (1996) , by en-

acting the role of provide r and prote ctor to women, men may come to feel

entitled to dominance .

Much the same can be said for complementary and competitive gender

diffe rentiation. Women are more like ly to be the targe ts of he lping behav-

ior, but at the same time, they may be devalue d for receiving such help

(Piliave n & Unger, 1985) . In a professional context, it seems plausible that

such a dynamic might well work against many women. Women are often

evaluate d more favorably than men on the basis of communal rathe r than

agentic traits (Eagly & Mladnic, 1989; Eagly et al., 1991) . However, when

the marketplace extols the virtues of “hard-nose d pragmatism” in corporate

executives and when pundits and the public praise “tough-minde dne ss” in

political leade rs, these “positive ” stereotypes may serve to exclude women
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from such positions. Thus it stands to reason that benevolent sexist belief

may play a role in gender discrimination, in particular with respect to the
“glass ceiling.”

Several researchers have propose d a link between what would be la-

beled benevolent sexist be lief structure (especially heterosexual intimacy)

and sexual harassment. Pryor, Geidd, and Williams (1995) discuss the pos-

sibility that some acts of harassme nt are engage d in by men with genuine

non-exploitative motives of intimacy. Such men may make faulty infe rences

with respect to women’s desire for intimacy or select inappropriate re-

sponses (e.g., engaging in sexualize d behavior in a professional setting) due

to the ir benevole nt sexist beliefs. Fiske and Glick (1995) have labe led such

men “earnest” harassers due to the ir authentically benevole nt intentions.

With respect to both sexual harassment and the glass ceiling, the fact

that a man can be, as Glick and Fiske (1996) stated, either “patronizingly

sweet”  or “viciously hostile” depending on the circumstances, can prove

proble matic for women who view benevole nt sexism and hostile sexism as

unre lated or mutually exclusive . Forming alliance s with and placing trust

in men who appe ar to be paternalistic benefactors may be counte rproduc-

tive strategies if those same men in a different situation (for example , when

women reach the same level in an organizational hie rarchy) are like ly to

become antagonistic oppone nts.

Of course, not all prosocial behavior toward women by men constitute s

benevole nt sexism. It is the belief system underlying the conduct that de-

termines whether or not  a man’s  actions  can  be accurate ly classifie d as

benevole ntly sexist. For example , a man may support his organization ’s ef-

fort to active ly recruit and develop more high-le vel female executive s be-

cause he be lieves that a history of past discrimination has created structural

inequitie s that can only be overcome by such a compensatory strategy. This

is certainly not benevole nt sexism. However, if a man favors such a policy

because he be lieves women are constitutionally incapable of competing for

and succeeding in such positions on a “leve l playing field” or because he

desires more potential romantic partne rs in the workplace , then the behav-

ior could be appropriate ly labe led as benevolent sexism. However, unlike

the profile s used in this study, men do not freque ntly offer for public view

the ir true beliefs regarding women. Inde ed, some of these may be implicit

(i.e ., automatic and non-conscious; cf. Greenwald & Banaji, 1995) . Infer-

ences about the beliefs he ld by othe rs must often be drawn from highly

ambiguous evidence gleane d through social inte raction.

Several othe r avenues of research are suggested by these findings. Un-

der what circumstances are benevole nt versus hostile beliefs (and behav-

iors) activate d? Glick and Fiske (1996) discussed subtyping as a pote ntial

unde rlying foundation of ambivale nt sexism. In fact, it has been demon-
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strated that ambivale nt sexists do evaluate subtype s of women (both self-

and expe rimenter-generated) in a more polarize d fashion (Glick et al.,

1997) . There appe ar to be situational factors that may facilitate or inhibit

the classification of women as certain subtype s, such  as the  priming  of

women as sex objects (Rudman & Borgida, 1995).

Also, numerous questions arise with respect to men, the ir beliefs about

benevole nt sexism, and the attitude functions it may serve . Do men view

benevole nt and hostile sexism as unre lated, as did the women in this study?

Do they do so even when they themselves are ambivale nt sexists (i.e ., when

they score high on both ASI subscale s)? Glick et al. (1997) have speculated

about how benevole nt sexism may serve to minimize dissonance or internal

conflict in ambivale nt sexist men. In effect, it may allow them to rationalize

the ir  hostile sexism and continue to  vie w  themselve s  as  non-sexist. One

could thus argue a priori  that benevole nt sexism serves a psychological

function for the ambivale nt sexist, protecting the self against dissonance -

arousing internal conflict. Such a function has been referred to as ego-de-

fensive (Katz, 1960) . This hypothe sis, although intuitive ly plausible , awaits

empirical confirmation.

CONCLUSION

The data obtaine d in this study reveal that women are not fully cog-

nizant  of the link between benevolent  and  hostile sexism. The  fact that

sexism is quite often an ambivale nt attitude , and that women tend to be

unaware that it is, may help to account for its continue d resistance to elimi-

nation. If we are to make furthe r progress toward a more egalitarian, more

harmonious socie ty, women and men alike must come to understand the

complex and often paradoxical nature of sexism.

APPENDIX

Hostile Sexist Profile

H is an adult male who believes that many women exploit the move-

ment toward equality to gain unfair advantage over men. He is convince d

that women are often overly sensitive and misconstrue humorous, casual

remarks as put-downs or sexual harassme nt. He feels that many women

make unre asonable , conflicting demands of me n, placin g the m in a
“damned if you do, damned if you don’t” dile mma. It is his opinion that

many women enjoy provoking men by arousing them sexually and then re-

fusing them or being offended by the ir advance s. He believes that women
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unde rvalue men and fail to appre ciate everything that men do for them.

He  feels that most women  use men for the ir own ends and, when in a

relationship, attempt to  re strain  a man’s independence and  e xert undue

control ove r his behavior.

Benevolent Sexist Profile

J is an adult male who firmly be lieves that, despite any achievements,

a man’s life remains incomple te without the love of a woman. He feels

that such a relationship should be one in which the man upholds the woman

as an object of adoration. He is convince d that women have a more highly

deve lope d and keenly felt moral sense than do men and that they are dis-

posed to act in a more ethical fashion. He believes that women possess a

naturally supe rior aesthetic sensibility which makes them better judges in

matters of  culture and taste.  He sees  women as  be ing  in need  of  male

protection and as entitled to special treatment (such as being rescued or

treated for injurie s first) in a disaster or emergency. He  holds the view

that it is a man’s obligation to provide financial support and economic se-

curity for a woman.

Non-Sexist Profile

K is an adult male who believes that women are seeking only equality

and freedom from discrimination, not special treatment or unfair advantage

ove r men. In cases of extreme dange r or hardship, he feels that a person’s
sex should not be a factor in determining who is helped first. He is con-

vinced that ne ithe r sex is superior with respect to moral sensibility or ethical

behavior. He also holds that neither sex posse sses more refined taste or

esthetic judgement than the othe r. He feels that intimacy with women is

important to men, but not indispe nsible for a worthwhile life . He does not

believe that most women attempt to control or restrain men with whom

they share a relationship. It  is his  opinion that it  is rare   for women  to

willingly tempt men sexually with the intent of rejecting  and frustrating

them for enjoyment.
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